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Prim-Ed Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Bullying in a Cyber World - Early
Years, RIC Publications, Bullying in a Cyber World can be used to supplement your schools anti
bullying policy or in conjunction with its core values programme. Bullying in a Cyber World Early
Years covers the following aspects of bullying: What is bullying?, Forms of bullying, Cyberbullying,
Targets of bullying, Effects of bullying, Who bullies and why?, Dealing with bullying and Preventing
bullying. It is also supported by a full colour set of six posters. This title features: supporting
teachers pages which contain: focus identifying the main purpose of the activity; background
information; an introduction to the activity; questions to promote discussion; answers, as
necessary; pupil activity pages which include: a stimulus text; a comprehension activity; an
extension activity; front pages which include: information about the aspects of bullying covered;
suggestions for promoting a bully safe school environment; sample teacher bullying incident
report; sample pupil bullying incident report; anti bullying pledges for the whole class, individual
and home; merit certificates and bookmarks to be awarded for demonstration of positive
behaviour against bullying; sample pupil internet safety checklist; sample parent internet cyber
safety checklist; a list of...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period. Your way of life period will probably be convert
as soon as you total looking over this book.
-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on-- Ms. K ir stin O 'K on

Great eBook and useful one. We have go through and i also am certain that i am going to likely to read through yet again once more in the foreseeable
future. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking over this book.
-- Ca r ter  Ha a g-- Ca r ter  Ha a g
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